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A DYNAMIC MARKET
INTEGRATING SUSTAINABILITY
IN ALL ITS FORMS
The sanitary crisis has not curbed the growth of responsible investment on
the French market, which saw 245 additional funds launched in 2020 and
annual inflows coming up to €100bn. On the verge of passing the 1,000mark, French sustainable funds have a busy year ahead in 2021. March is
the deadline for bringing their legal documentation into compliance with
AMF recommendations and, when they come into force, European reporting
regulations will radically change the content of information communicated
to investors.

Majority of equity funds
Equity momentum is strong in a market where assets under management have
increased almost threefold in two years and where the share of SRI money
market assets, a specific French feature, remains high and almost twice as high
as that of bonds.

Very strong appeal of labels
The strong growth of market share of labelled products within the sustainable
finance offer is the highlight of 2020. This change is due to the entry into force
of the PACTE Act, which made it compulsory from that date to present at least
one labelled Unit of Account (UA) in life insurance products. Five years after
its launch, the SRI label carried by the French Ministry of Finance is becoming
a key element on the market. Labelled funds account for more than half of the
sustainable funds distributed to French savers, for two-thirds of assets under
management.
The Greenfin label, which targets environmental themed funds, has also seen
a substantial increase with +45% in terms of number of funds and +140% in
terms of volume of assets under management in one year.
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The Relance (Recovery) label - the new kid on the block
who reopened the debate on the profusion of eco-labels
Seeking to mobilise household savings in France through the recovery plan
announced in the autumn of 2020, the government has launched the concept
of the «Relance (recovery) label». This is a self-labelling mechanism certified by
the Ministry of Finance for funds that must be at least 30% invested in French
companies, whether listed or not, of which 10% are SMEs and midcaps. They
must also meet ESG criteria, publish a report and exclude the coal sector. At
the end of 2020, the Relance label was to be found in 133 funds for €12.5bn.
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Novethic has analysed and quantified
the supply of “sustainable” funds
open to individual investors on the
French market since 2004. These are
funds available for sale in France,
UCITS, or accessible to individuals,
excluding employee investment fund.
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THE SRI LABEL TAKES SHAPE WITH TWO
THIRDS OF INFLOWS AND HALF THE FUNDS
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of the new 2020* funds
have the SRI label

*Launched or converted SRI funds
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2020 was a tipping point for the SRI label. In the previous
year, labelled funds represented only 20% of inflows,
compared with almost two-thirds in 2020 (63%). Their
assets under management increased from €128bn to
€315bn in one year.
The movement, initiated in 2018 by Banque Postale Asset
Management, the first company to commit to having its
entire range of funds labelled, is paying off. Although the
SRI label is still not that well known, it is becoming an
essential part of distribution networks, attesting the quality
of the process of ESG integration into asset management.
For example, 159 of the 245 funds that appeared on the
market in 2020 already had the SRI label. The limitations
of labelling become clear when we see that around thirty
of them had not published their transparency codes or
included descriptions of their responsible management
methods in their public documents by the end of December.
It is, however, essential to enable clients to understand their
responsible investment approach.

Top 3 asset management companies with the
most labelled funds
The top three spots for asset managers with the most
labelled funds are occupied by companies that have bet
on the distribution of their SRI funds in their network. La
Banque Postale Asset Management’s (LBPAM) first place is
explained by its strategy, launched in 2018, of labelling its
entire range.

First labels for the real estate version of the SRI label
According to ASPIM, the association that federates players operating in this market, real estate alternative
investment funds (AIFs) represented gross assets under management of €230bn at the end of 2019. With at least
60% of their investments in buildings, they are highly exposed to environmental issues such as climate change, or
social issues such as inequalities in access to housing. This is why the real estate SRI label, whose specifications were
officially approved in the autumn, attests of the integration of these factors in the management of these products.
As with traditional SRI funds, they will have to provide evidence of the sustainability of their approach, including
indicators to monitor the process of improving the environmental and social qualities of real estate assets over time.
The label aims to encourage improvement of the existing real estate portfolio and was designed in line with a «bestin-progress» approach, valuing improvement over time on a 3-year horizon of the ESG profile of the assets. At the
end of December 2020, 13 funds had been awarded the label, representing approximately €10bn in assets under
management.
Novethic joined forces with the Observatoire de l’Immobilier Durable (OID) and ASPIM to analyse the characteristics of SRIlabelled real estate funds more closely. A study on this research work will be published in the spring of 2021.
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PREFERRED TARGET: CLIMATE ADDED
VALUE INVESTMENTS
The mobilisation of the financial sector in the fight against climate change is also reflected in sustainable products
through two major trends: the widespread exclusion of coal and the rise of low-carbon funds.

Coal, the number one exclusion for sustainable funds

60% of the funds
identified in 2020
practise coal exclusion
Source: Novethic

More than 60% of the funds identified by Novethic in 2020
apply environmental-based exclusions and almost all of
them concern coal (extraction and electricity generation).
For around 50 funds, the exclusion criteria include
thresholds equal to or more ambitious than those on which
the Global Coal Exit List is based. It is a list drawn up by
the German NGO Urgewald which identifies companies
generating more than 20% of their revenues from coal
extraction/exploitation, or from coal-fired power plants, but
also companies exploiting new mines, etc.

This trend is all the more striking as it coincides with a strong push for the SRI label, which does not impose any
environmental exclusion. A majority of asset managers now have their own coal policy which they apply to their SRI
funds and even more frequently, to all the open-ended funds they offer on the market. At the end of December 2020,
more than two-thirds of sustainable funds open to French investors, with a green theme or not, had incorporated
environmental exclusion criteria.
This exclusion is still a long way off covering all fossil fuels, even though a quarter of the funds report such an
approach, accelerated by insurers’ commitments to decline to finance non-conventional projects. The exclusion of
the oil sector remains all the more sensitive as Total is still present in the portfolios of the majority of SRI-labelled
funds.

Increasing number of low-carbon funds
The multiplication of carbon neutrality commitments by financial and corporate players is creating a dynamic around
the alignment of portfolios with the objectives of the Paris Agreement. At the end of 2020, Novethic identified 52
funds whose marketing was focused on this dimension, including 17 index funds.

The dynamics of low carbon funds
GES

27 funds select companies or projects
that have shown their willingness to
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions
without setting numerical targets.

25 funds set quantified emission
reduction targets and/or use, for index
funds, a benchmark aligned with the Paris
Agreement (CTB or PAB).
Source: Novethic
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THEMATIC FUNDS ARE
HOLDING UP
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€

In 2020, there were around 50 new thematic funds, i.e., only 20% of new
sustainable products, overshadowed by the rise of the SRI-labelled offer.
There is an increase in practices of ESG inclusion and selection, coupled with
exclusion practices. This push towards more generalistic approaches has
been initiated by asset managers themselves. The question is, will it pay off?
All will be revealed when we see the 2021 figures.

ENVIRONMENTAL
THEMATICS

Half of the thematic funds are green funds
Although the themes of renewable energy and energy efficiency are the
main focus, other themes such as water, waste management, clean tech
or the circular economy remain frequent. Highly involved management
companies are also those with a more global responsible investment
strategy. They rarely specialise in one theme at the expense of another.
Among the most visible in the French themed fund market are BNP Paribas
AM (18 funds), Mirova (16 funds) and Robeco (13 funds).

SOCIAL
THEMATICS

12 bn
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MULTI-THEMATICS

31 bn
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Two emerging trends
A growing number of funds are investing in companies that promote energy
transition and are selected according to their carbon footprint reduction
trajectory. They do not, however, publish a quantified target for carbon
footprint reduction.
The second trend is the emergence of funds that use the vocabulary of the
European green taxonomy, without mentioning it, but which indicate the
selection of companies providing solutions to the challenges of climate
change, low carbon technologies, transition activities, mitigation or
adaptation to climate change, circular economy, etc.
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Healthcare and food are the most promising social themes
Fourteen of the sixteen social or multi-thematic funds added in 2020 to the
Novethic sample concern the healthcare and food sectors, among others.
This is a trend that is being confirmed for two sectors that are undergoing
major changes. Inclusion and the fight against inequalities, as well as
education (5 funds each) are also at the top of the list.

Keeping up to date
with sustainable ﬁnance
has never been easier
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Every quarter, Novethic captures trends in the European sustainable finance
funds market.
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